
Case Study 
What Every Business Needs To Know About 

Leveraging Facebook Messenger in 2017 



Hello, we are McCartney Messenger:) 

We help local businesses and big brands increase their social reach, rocket 
their engagement, and super-charge brand awareness and sales, with 
Facebook Ads and Messenger. Our motto is “ROI or die.” 



Messaging apps have FAR 
surpassed social networks 

Whilst email open rates are 
around 20%, messenger 
averages over 80%  

Messaging apps are preferred 
by every age group up to 
age 55 

Opt-in is frictionless compared 
to email 

Why Facebook Messenger? 

2015 



Monthly Active Users on Facebook Messenger 
Your ideal customer is already using it. 

Also, there are currently 

1.2 billion (yes, billion) 



That’s 1.08 billion people worldwide 
communicating in real-time 

90% of them respond 
within 2 minutes 

And of those 1.2 billion 



The Case Studies 



Mrs. Angie McCartney’s Teas 

The Stats:  

●  Started with 802 
likes on the page 

●  Net gain 491 likes 
●  Promotion ran 10 

days, from 6/19 ~ 
6/28 

●  100% organic 
reach for first 7 
days 



The Campaign 

Step 1.  

A giveaway promotion was created 
and announced via a post, garnering 
HUGE engagement and organically 
reaching over 22,634 people 

You could do this with an item such 
as a gift card, a physical product or a 
free service. More on that later...  



The Campaign 

Step 2.  

The secret to our success was a 
handmade messenger bot named 
“Claire”, programmed to respond 
in real-time to all commenters with 
instructions on how to enter. 

Respondents believed that it was 
a real person. Like this one>> 

*Of course some users will pick up on the fact that there’s some automation involved, but they’re still engaged. 



Step 3.  

We publicized the promotion using 
Facebook Live (organic reach – not 
paid) and asked people to share it the 
day before it ended.  

This rocketed the engagement. 

The Campaign 



The Facebook Live Effect 

*The defined spike & % increase was the result of a Facebook Live broadcast on the day before the campaign ended.  

* 



The Facebook Live Effect (2) 

*The defined spike was the result of a Facebook Live broadcast on the day before the campaign ended.  

* 



Step 4.  

Finally, we named the winner, and 
announced a one-time consolation 
offer to everyone who had entered 
with a 24-hour time limit to claim it. 

This resulted in breaking all previous 
sales records in just under an hour. 

They sold 13% of last year’s annual 
income in 48 hours 

The ROI was 1100% 

The Campaign 



The Final Numbers:  

Open rates were 91% - 99% 

Click Through Rates were 
as high as 77.5%  

And simultaneously 
identified an audience that 
is “warm” to receiving 
future offers. Pure gold! 

The Campaign: A Look at The Stats 



The Facebook Live Effect:  

Take a look at the 
engagement on the live 
videos vs. the average 
for daily posts. >> 

The Campaign: A Look at The Stats 



51% increase in page likes 
28% of total fans converted to subscribers 
90% - 99% read rates on follow-up 
messages aka “broadcasts” 
86% conversion rate from commenters 
to subscribers on the original post 

The Campaign: A Look at The Stats 



This can work for almost ANY 
business. We put together what 
we like to call a Jaw Dropping 
Offer or JDO  

A JDO is something that’s too 
good to pass up like FREE 
Lunch for the ENTIRE office! 

Case Study #2: 



We’ve reached a total of 750 
subscribers (aka “Leads”)… 

...In only 3 DAYS  

Campaign still running at the time of writing this 

* 

Case Study #2: 



Q: 
“What if someone asks the bot a 
question it doesn’t know the answer to?” 



A: 
Not a problem. The beauty of this 
tactic is that you have direct access to 
respond by hand. Like this... 





Imagine what it would do for your 
brand or business if you could get... 

20% - 30% list growth. 
90+ percent open rates. 

70+ percent click through rates. 
100s of leads in a matter of days. 

The undivided attention of your ideal 
customer. 



What would all that be worth to you? 



After this demonstration, we shouldn’t 
have to say this, but we will…  

Now is the time to get in on  
Facebook Messenger marketing for  

your brand / business. 



Call (310) 301-8166 Today For Your Free Consultation 

Will you be our next success story? 

www.mccartneymessenger.com 


